NEW – MAXIMO System Components
One-sided formwork thought through to the end

**MX RS Brace Connector formlining side**
Support of the formwork into the interior of the excavation

**MX VS Panel Connection Clamp**
Unrestricted operation of the setting formwork – even in the narrowest working areas

**MX WK Wall Formwork Bracket**
Wall formwork bracket and slab edge formwork in one system component
NEW – MAXIMO System Components
One-sided formwork thought through to the end

MX RS Brace Connector formlining side
Support of the formwork into the interior of the excavation

- Secure connection of the Brace Connector Formlining Side RS from a safe position on the inside
- Can be used for MAXIMO and TRIO Panel Formwork systems
- 2-piece design guarantees ergonomic handling with a low weight
- Safe and cost-effective working in combination with the Wall Formwork Bracket WK and Panel Connection Clamp VS
- Galvanized surface protection against rust also guarantees a long service life

MX VS Panel Connection Clamp
Unrestricted operation of the setting formwork – even in the narrowest working areas

- Panel connection in confined spaces up to 5.40 m existing wall height, e.g. rock face
- Can be used for MAXIMO and TRIO Panel Formwork systems
- Safe and cost-effective working in combination with the Wall Formwork Bracket WK and Brace Connector Formlining Side RS
- Sheradised surface protection against rust also guarantees a long service life

MX WK Wall Formwork Bracket
Wall formwork bracket and slab edge formwork in one system component

- Safe and fast positioning of MAXIMO or TRIO panels up to 5.40 m on the slab edge
- Additional component allows slab edge formwork up to 30 cm together with installation of Guardrail Post MXK
- Safe and cost-effective working in combination with the Brace Connector Formlining Side RS and Panel Connection Clamp VS
- Galvanized surface protection against rust also guarantees a long service life
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